NOTE ABOUT BRANCHPOINTS:

WHERE THERE IS MORE THAN ONE JUMP WITHIN A BRANCHPOINT BOX, THE JUMPS ARE TO BE APPLIED IN ORDER FROM THE TOP.

******************************************************************

NOTE ABOUT COLORS:

ALL QUESTION TEXT IN BLACK IS FOR THE CORE INTERVIEW.

ALL QUESTION TEXT IN FUCHSIA IS FOR THE EXIT INTERVIEW. ALSO IN FUCHSIA IS ALL OTHER TEXT THAT IS SPECIFIC TO THE EXIT INTERVIEW BUT NOT TO THE CORE.

OTHERWISE, BLACK TEXT FOR CODEFRAMES, INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS, JUMPS AND BRANCHPOINTS, ETC. CAN APPLY TO BOTH THE CORE AND THE EXIT INTERVIEW UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWISE OR THERE IS AN EXIT ALTERNATIVE.

ON A BLACK-AND-WHITE HARD COPY OF THE DOCUMENT, THE FUCHSIA TEXT WILL APPEAR SOMEWHAT LIGHTER THAN THE ORIGINAL BLACK.

******************************************************************

NOTE ABOUT EXIT INTERVIEW Rs:

ANY NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER THAT AN EXIT INTERVIEW R ACQUIRED SINCE HIS/HER LAST INTERVIEW IS IGNORED FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS INTERVIEW.

FOR AN EXIT INTERVIEW A "NEW INTERVIEW R" IS A SPOUSE/PARTNER WHO WAS REPORTED IN A PREVIOUS WAVE BUT WHO HAS NEVER BEEN INTERVIEWED.
EVC1/W301 BRANCHPOINT: IF THIS IS A NEW INTERVIEW R, GO TO W303

IF THIS IS A CORE INTERVIEW and IF NONE OF THE EVENTS SHOWN IN THE LIST, BELOW, HAPPENED TO R SINCE R’s LAST IW; {I.E., IF { (CS5/A023 NOT 5) and (CS11/A028 & E5/N114) NOT 1) and (CS7/A026 NOT 1) or CS15A/A034=2) & (CS8/A027 NOT 1) or CS12/A030=5) & CS15B/A035=1}) and (CS5/A023=5 or (CS4/A020=5 & CS15A/A034=2)) and (B7d/C040 NOT 1) and (CS9/C053 NOT 1) or Q235/Z106=1) & (B9j/C062NOT 1}) and (B5k WAS NOT ASKED) and (CS36c/X033=5) and ({D90/F001 & D93/F011 & D90_2/F001 & D93_2/F011) NOT 5) ), ASSIGN “9. NO ENTRY” TO W301 AND GO TO W303.

IF THIS IS AN EXIT INTERVIEW and IF NONE OF THE EVENTS SHOWN IN THE LIST, BELOW, HAPPENED TO R SINCE R’s LAST IW; {I.E., IF { (CS5/A023 NOT 5) and (CS11/A028 & E5/N114) NOT 1) and (CS7/A026 NOT 1) or CS15A/A034=2) & (CS8/A027 NOT 1) or CS12/A030=5) & CS15B/A035=1}) and (CS5/A023=5 or (CS4/A020=5 & CS15A/A034=2)) and (B7d/C040 NOT 1) and (CS9/C053 NOT 1) or Q235/Z106=1) & (B9j/C062NOT 1}) and (B5k WAS NOT ASKED) and (CS36c/X033=5 or (Z145=(2 or 3 or 4)) and (CS11/Q558/A028 NOT 2) }, ASSIGN “9. NO ENTRY” TO W301 AND GO TO END OF SECTION W.

IF THIS IS A POST-EXIT INTERVIEW, GO TO END OF SECTION W.
NOTE: ANY OF THE FOLLOWING EVENTS WILL APPEAR AT EVC1/W301 IF [IT WAS/THEY WERE] REPORTED TO HAVE OCCURRED SINCE R’s LAST IW. THE LIST BELOW ALSO SHOWS THE QUESTION/RESPONSE REFERENCE FOR THE EVENT. IF NO EVENT MEETS THE REQUIRED CRITERION/Criteria, EVC1/W301 IS JUMPED.

CORE:
1. Death of spouse/partner (CS5/A023=5)
2. Nursing Home Stay (CS11/A028 or E5/N114=1)
3. New Spouse/Partner (CS7/A026=1 & CS15A/A034 NOT 2) or (CS8/A027=1 & CS12/A030 NOT 5) or (CS15B/A035=1)
4. Divorced/Separated from SP/P (CS5/A023 NOT 5 & CS4/A020=5 or CS15A/A034=2)
5. Heart Attack (B7d/C040=1)
6. Stroke (B9/C053 =1 & Q235/Z106 NOT 1) or B9j/C062=1
7. Cancer (B5k/C029 WAS ASKED)
8. Residential Move, Main Residence (CS36c/X033 NOT 5)
9. Mother Died (D90/F001=5)
10. Father Died (D93/F011=5)
11. Mother-in-law Died (D90-2/F001_2=5)
12. Father-in-law Died (D93-2/F011_2=5)

EXIT:
1. Death of spouse/partner (CS5/A023=5)
2. Nursing Home Stay (CS11/A028 or E5/N114=1)
3. New Spouse/Partner (CS7/A026=1 & CS15A/A034 NOT 2) or (CS8/A027=1 & CS12/A030 NOT 5) or (CS15B/A035=1)
4. Divorced/Separated from SP/P (CS5/A023 NOT 5 & CS4/A020=5 or CS15A/A034=2)
5. Heart Attack (B7d/C040=1)
6. Stroke (B9/C053 =1 & Q235/Z106 NOT 1) or B9j/C062=1
7. Cancer (B5k/C029 WAS ASKED)
8. Residential Move, Main Residence (CS36c/X033 NOT 5) & (Z145 {NOT 2 & NOT 3 & NOT 4})
14. Hospice Stay (CS11/Q558/A028=2)
EVC1. You mentioned the following events happened since [R’s LAST IW MONTH, YEAR/in the last two years].

[IWER: IF ONLY ONE EVENT DISPLAYED, DO NOT ASK QUESTION BUT CHOOSE THE NUMBER AND GO TO NEXT SCREEN.]

Which of these happened first,...next,...next?

1. DEATH OF SPOUSE/PARTNER  
2. NURSING HOME STAY  
3. MARRIED/PARTNERED  
4. DIVORCED/SEPARATED  
5. HEART ATTACK  
6. STROKE  
7. CANCER  
8. RESIDENTIAL MOVE  
9. NO EVENT  
10. MOTHER DIED  
11. FATHER DIED  
12. MOTHER IN-LAW DIED  
13. FATHER IN-LAW DIED  
98. DK  
99. RF

You mentioned the following events happened since [R’s LAST IW MONTH, YEAR/in the last two years].

[IWER: IF ONLY ONE EVENT DISPLAYED, DO NOT ASK QUESTION BUT CHOOSE THE NUMBER AND GO TO NEXT SCREEN.]

Which of these happened first,...next,...next?

1. DEATH OF SPOUSE/PARTNER  
2. NURSING HOME STAY  
3. MARRIED/PARTNERED  
4. DIVORCED/SEPARATED  
5. HEART ATTACK  
6. STROKE  
7. CANCER  
8. RESIDENTIAL MOVE  
9. NO EVENT  
10. MOTHER DIED  
11. FATHER DIED  
12. MOTHER IN-LAW DIED  
13. FATHER IN-LAW DIED  
98. DK  
99. RF

NOTE: ANY EVENT CAN BE SELECTED MORE THAN ONCE AND IN COMBINATION WITH ANY OTHER EVENT(S). "9. NO EVENT" NEVER APPEARS ON THE SCREEN, IT IS SHOWN HERE TO INDICATE THAT THIS CODE WILL BE ASSIGNED IF NO EVENTS OCCURRED (SEE EVC1/W301 BRANCHPOINT).

W303 BRANCHPOINT: IF THIS IS A PROXY INTERVIEW, GO TO W307 BRANCHPOINT

IF THIS IS AN EXIT INTERVIEW}, GO TO END OF SECTION W
W303
Do you regularly use the World Wide Web, or the Internet, for sending and receiving e-mail or for any other purpose, such as making purchases, searching for information, or making travel reservations?

1. YES  5. NO  8. DK  9. RF

GO TO SECTION V

W304
We may want to try out a procedure for asking questions of some of the participants in this study, using the Internet. Would you be willing to consider answering questions on the Internet, if it took about 15 minutes of your time?

1. YES  5. NO  8. DK  9. RF

W303 BRANCHPOINT: IF THIS IS A PROXY INTERVIEW and NO EVENTS WERE DISPLAYED AT EVC1/W301 (EVC1/W301=9), GO TO END OF SECTION W

W307. W ASSIST
IWER: HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN SECTION W — INCOME/ASSETS?

1. NEVER  2. A FEW TIMES  3. MOST OR ALL OF THE TIME  4. THE SECTION WAS DONE BY A PROXY REPORTER

NOTE: DUE TO A COPYING ERROR IN THE BLAISE PROGRAM, THE TEXT FOR THE ASSIST INCORRECTLY DEFINES SECTION W AS "INCOME/ASSETS"; IT SHOULD SAY "EVENT HISTORY/INTERNET USE".

GO TO SECTION V: MODULES